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Abstract
This paper mainly studies the data characteristics of high order cumulants
using digitally modulated signals, and constructs the identification feature
parameters that can distinguish the signal modulation type by the high-order
cumulants data of the digital modulation signal. Set the identification signal
modulation type determination threshold based on the value of the identification feature parameter. The identification feature parameter value of the
signal modulation type is compared with the set determination threshold, to
realize the recognition of digital modulation signal. This identification method is implemented based on MATLAB design, with a 2ASK (2-ary Amplitude Shift Keying) signal, 4ASK (4-ary Amplitude Shift Keying) signal, 2PSK
(2-ary Phase Shift Keying) signal, 4PSK (4-ary Phase Shift Keying) signal,
2FSK (2-ary Frequency Shift Keying) signal, 4FSK (4-ary Frequency Shift
Keying) signal. The second, fourth and sixth order cumulants of the six signals were analyzed. Calculate the selected identification feature parameter
value and the determination threshold to identify the six signals. The six signals have made MATLAB identification simulation. Simulation results show
that this method is feasible and has high recognition rate. Simulation results
verify that such recognition methods maintain a high recognition rate under
conditions with low signal-to-noise ratio. This identification method can be
extended to more MASK (M-ary Amplitude Shift Keying), MPSK (M-ary
Phase Shift Keying), MFSK (M-ary Frequency Shift Keying), MQAM (M-ary
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) signal identification.
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Recognition Methods

1. Introduction
Today, with the rapid development of modern digital communication technology, modulation recognition of digital signals is a key technology in communication. Modulation recognition technology has great application value in civil
field, in order to ensure the normal communication of the legal user. It is necessary for the management department to identify and control the transmission
signal. In the non-civil field, the modulation recognition technology of digital
communication signals is applied more widely, such as electronic countermeasure, ECM, threat detection and so on [1]. At present, with the increasing variety
and complexity of digital communication systems, the application environment
of communication signals is becoming more and more complex, and how to
recognize useful communication signals and improve the modulation recognition rate of communication signals in complex interference channels is still an
important problem to be studied. In practical wireless communication, the recognition rate of digital signal modulation is affected by many factors, such as too
small intensity of received signal, complex modulation mode of digital signal,
complex noise interference and so on. This makes the modulation recognition of
digital signals more difficult. Because of the importance of its practical application, the research of digital communication signal modulation in the complex
receiving environment is very important and valuable in both academic and engineering fields. The defect of digital signal recognition based on high-order
cumulant is that it has a large amount of computation. How to correctly identify
the modulation signal with as little computation as possible by selecting appropriate characteristic parameters is a problem to solve. Based on the characteristic
parameters of higher-order cumulants, this paper completes the modulation
recognition of digital signals, and uses MATLAB to establish the software recognition simulation system of this recognition method. With the help of MATLAB
simulation design and analysis, the feasibility of the identification method in this
paper is verified. The pattern recognition of digital signal modulation is realized
by programming in this simulation platform, which can be applied to the research and product development of signal modulation recognition technology in
software radio system. This not only reduces the development cost but also
shortens the development time, which provides the reference for the future
communication system product technology research and development.

2. Analysis of Digital Signal Cumulants
The high-order cumulant of the digital signal reflects its high-order statistical
characteristics, and the high-order statistics have very good anti-fading ability.
Therefore, when identifying the modulation mode of a digital communication
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signal in a weak channel environment, a modulation recognition method that
calculates high-order statistics of the signal can be used [2].

Calculation of the Theoretical Value of the High-Order Cumulant
of the Digital Signal
In practical applications, assuming that the noise is a random process with various states, the carrier frequency of the received modulated signal has been estimated by the zero-crossing detection method. The noise-containing digital
modulation signal is output through a filter at the receiving end, and then subjected to mixing processing, and the signal expression to be identified can be
obtained (1) [3] [4] [5] [6],
ek = xk + nk =

p e jφc ak + nk

(1)

In Formula (1), k = 1, 2,3, , N , φc is the initial phase, p is the energy of the
transmitted symbol, ak is the transmitted symbol sequence, nk is the Gaussian
white noise sequence.
According to the properties of the higher-order cumulants, the cumulants of
the Additive white Gaussian noise whose order is larger than the second-order
cumulants are always zero. Since the digital communication signals are modulated in different ways and their cumulants are different, the cumulants of different modulation signals are calculated and analyzed separately.
The procedure for calculating the cumulants of each order of the modulated
digital signal is as follows: the expressions of the Mask Signal, the MFSK signal
and the MPSK signal without considering the noise interference are shown in
the Formula (2), in which the ak code element sequence values are different for
different modulation modes, the second, fourth and sixth order higher moments
of the corresponding modulation signal are calculated according to the ak code
sequence. The higher-order moments are replaced by the moments and cumulants, and the theoretical values of the cumulants corresponding to the modulation modes are obtained.
xk =

p e jφc ak

(2)

1) 2ASK signal 2nd, 4th, 6th order cumulant calculation
Derive the expressions (3) - (8) to calculate the 2nd, 4th, and 6th moments of
the 2ASK signal.

 pe jφc ak2  pe jφc
=
M 20 E  x=
( k ) , x ( k ) E=
 pak2  p
=
M 21 E  x ( k ) ,=
x* ( k )  E=

(3)
(4)

2 j 4φc
 2 j 4φc 4 
=
M 40 E  x ( k ) , x ( k )=
, x ( k ) , x ( k )  E=
 p e ak  2 p e

(5)

2 j 2φc
 2 j 2φc 4 
M 41 E  x ( k ) , x ( k ) , =
x ( k ) , x* ( k )  E=
=
 p e ak  2 p e

(6)

2 4
2
M 42 E  x ( k ) , x ( k ) , x* ( k )=
, x* ( k )  E=
=
 p ak  2 p

(7)

 p 3 e j 6φc ak6  4 p 3 e j 6φc (8)
=
M 60 E  x ( k ) , x ( k ) , x ( k ) , x ( k ) =
, x ( k ) , x ( k )  E=
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Substituting Formulas (3) - (8) into the moment-cumulant conversion formula, the expressions (9) - (14) for calculating the theoretical value of the 2nd,
4th, and 6th order cumulants of the 2ASK signal are obtained.
C
M
pe j 2φc
=
=
20
20

(9)

C
=
M
=
p
21
21

(10)

2
C40 =
M 40 − 3M 20
=
− p 2 e j 4φc

(11)

C41 =
M 41 − 3M 20 M 21 =
− p 2 e j 4φc

(12)

2

C42 =
M 42 − M 20 =
− p2

(13)

3
C60 =M 60 − M 40 M 20 + 3M 60
=4 p 3 e j 6φc

(14)

2) Calculation of each order cumulant of MASK, MFSK, and MPSK signals
Similar to the calculation process of the cumulants of the 2ASK signals, the
theoretical values of the cumulants of the MASK, MFSK, and MPSK signals are
calculated. 2ASK, 4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, 2PSK, 4PSK signal 2nd order, 4th order,
6th order cumulant calculation results are shown in Table 1. The cumulant value of each order takes the modulus, and p is the unit value. The modulus values
of the second, fourth, and sixthth order cumulants of the digital modulation
signal are shown in Table 2.
From the cumulant moduli calculated in Table 2, it can be seen that the difference between the 2nd, 4th and 6th order cumulants of 2ASK and 4ASK signals is too small to be recognized according to the theoretical value of cumulants.
Table 1. Theoretical value of 2nd, 4th, 6th order cumulants of digital modulation signal.
Method

C20

2ASK

C21

C40

p 2 e j 2φ

p

− p 2 e j 4φ

4ASK

p 2 e j 2φ

p

2FSK

0

4FSK

0

2PSK
4PSK

C42

C60

− p 2 e j 4φ

− p2

4 p 3 e j 4φ

− p 2 e j 4φ

− p 2 e j 4φ

− p2

4.63 p 3e j 4φ

p

0

0

− p2

0

p

0

0

− p2

0

p 2 e j 2φ

p

−2 p 2 e j 4φ

−2 p 2 e j 4φ

−2 p 2

16 p 3e j 4φ

0

p

p 2 e j 4φ

0

− p2

0

c

c

c

C41
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Table 2. Cumulative modulus of 2nd, 4th and 6th order of digital modulation signal.
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Method

|C20|

|C21|

|C40|

|C41|

|C42|

|C60|

2ASK

1

1

1

1

1

4

4ASK

1

1

1

1

1

4.63

2FSK

0

1

0

0

1

0

4FSK

0

1

0

0

1

0

2PSK

1

1

2

2

2

16

4PSK

0

1

1

0

1

0
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So the mean values of 2ASK signal and 4ASK signal are calculated by Formula
(2), and then the 2ASK signal and 4ASK signal are centralised by means. The
accumulated modulus of 2ASK signal and 4ASK signal after centralised
processing are calculated as shown in Table 3. The 6th-order cumulants of
2ASK signal and 4ASK signal are quite different, so 2ASK signal and 4ASK signal can be identified by 6th-order cumulants. Table 2 in the 2FSK, 4FSK signal
of the cumulant values are the same, the cumulant value cannot be used to identify the two signals. Therefore, the frequency difference exponential factor of
FSK signal is multiplied by (2) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11], and the higher-order cumulant modulus of FSK signal is calculated as shown in Table 3.

3. Realization and Simulation of Digital Modulation Signal
Recognition Method
3.1. Modulation Signal Recognition Process Analysis
The idea of recognition method: using the calculated higher-order cumulant
modulus to set up the recognition characteristic parameter, through the recognition characteristic parameter and the set decision threshold contrast to complete
the recognition of digital signal modulation way.
Set |C42| as the feature parameter, from the moduli of |C42| in Table 2, |C42| = 2
of 2PSK signal, |C42| = 1 of the other five signals, |C42| value can be used to recognize 2PSK signal. fx1 = |C40|/|C42|, calculate fx1 from Table 2, fx1 = 0 for
2FSK, 4FSK, fx1 = 0 for 2ASK, 4ASK, 4PSK signals. The value of fx1 can identify
the signal as 2ASK, 4ASK, 4PSK, or the signal as 2FSK, 4FSK. fx2 = |C41|/|C42|,
calculate fx2 from Table 2, fx2 = 0 for 4PSK signal, fx2 = 1 for 2ASK, 4ASK signal. The value of fx2 can identify 4PSK, and the other is 2ASK, 4ASK signal. fx3 =
|C40|/|C42|, the 2FSK signal fx3 = 0.304 and 4FSK signal fx3 = 0.01 are calculated
from the values in Table 3. The 2FSK signal and 4FSK signal are recognized by the
value of fx3. Set |C60| as the characteristic parameter, from the modulus of |C60| in
Table 3, 2ASK |C60| = 2, 4ASK |C60| = 0.38, the 2ASK signal and 4ASK signal can
be distinguished by the value of |C60|. List Table 4 of calculated values for identifying characteristic parameters |C42|, fx1, fx2, fx3, |C60|.

3.2. Modulation Signal Recognition Realization Process
According to the idea of the recognition method in 3.1, the decision recognition
Table 3. Modulus value of digital modulation signal after processing of 2nd, 4th, 6th cumulant.
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Method

|C20|

|C21|

2ASK

0.5

0.5

2

4ASK

0.375

0.17

0.38

2FSK

0.5

1

0.31

1

1.02

4FSK

0.25

1

0.012

0.5

1.08
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flow is as follows: first, the radio digital modulation signal to be recognized at
the receiving end is mixed into baseband signal; Thirdly, the characteristic parameters |C42|, fx1, fx2, fx3, |C60| are set and their values are calculated, and the
values of decision threshold th1, th2, th3, th4, th5 are set, to run a decision recognition.
The decision recognition process is implemented as follows:
1) According to the value of |C42|, the signals to be identified are divided into
two categories: when |C42| > th1, the signals to be identified are 2PSK signals;
|C42| < th1, the signals to be identified are 2ASK, 4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK and 4PSK
signals.
2) Calculate the identification characteristic parameter fx1, if fx1 < th2, determine the digital modulation signal to be identified as 2FSK, 4FSK signals; if
fx1 > th2, determine the digital modulation signal to be identified as 2ASK,
4ASK, 4PSK signals.
3) Calculate the identification characteristic parameter fx2, if fx2 < th3, determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is 4PSK signal, if fx2 >
th3, then determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is 2ASK,
4ASK signal.
4) Calculate the identification characteristic parameter fx3, if fx3 < th4, determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is a 4FSK signal, if
fx3 > th4, determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is a 2FSK
signal.
5) Calculate the identification characteristic parameter |C60|, if |C60| < th5, then
determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is a 4ASK signal, if
|C60| > th5, then determine that the digital modulation signal to be identified is a
2ASK signal.
The block diagram of the process of identifying digital modulation signals is
shown in Figure 1.

3.3. Simulation Realization of Modulation Signal Recognition
Process
Use MATLAB programming file to realize the whole process of wireless digital
modulation signal recognition and simulation.
1) Simulation parameter setting: software MATLAB2016b, signal carrier frequency fc = 10 MHz, sampling frequency fs = 60 MHz, symbol rate is 2.5MBaud,
Gaussian white noise. Each simulation sends 1000 symbols, and the decision
threshold is set: th1 = 1.5, th2 = 0.5 th3 = 0.51, th4 = 0.15, th5 = 1.19. The SNR at
the receiving end: −2 dB - 16 dB, repeat the simulation experiment 50 times.
2) The process of determining characteristic parameters and threshold values
of recognition: carry on the simulation to the digital modulation signal 2ASK,
4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, 2PSK, 4PSK recognition characteristic parameter |C42|, fx1,
fx2, fx3, |C60|, the simulation results show that the theoretical values of |C42|, fx1,
fx2, fx3, |C60| can be used as the recognition parameters of digital modulation
signals. The simulation results of the |C42| (Figure 2) show that 2PSK signals
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.910002
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the process of identifying digital modulation signals.

Figure 2. Simulation of |C42| value.

|C42| = 2, 2ASK, 4ASK, 4PSK, 2FSK, 4FSK signals |C42| = 1, |C42| is consistent
with the theoretical value in Table 4. |C42| can divide the digital modulation signals to be recognized into two kinds, and take the mean value of th1 = 1.5(|C42|).
fx1 simulation results (Figure 3) show that fx1 ≈ 0 of 2FSK and 4FSK signals,
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.910002
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Figure 3. Simulation of fx1 value.
Table 4. Identify the value of the feature parameter.
Method

|C42|

fx1

fx2

2ASK

1

1

1

2

4ASK

1

1

1

0.38

2FSK

1

0

0.304

4FSK

1

0

0.01

2PSK

2

4PSK

1

1

fx3

|C60|

0

while fx1 ≈ 1 of 2ASK, 4ASK and 4PSK signals, the simulation values of fx1 are
consistent with the theoretical values of Table 4. fx1 can be used to classify and
identify the digital modulation signals to be recognized, and th2 = 0.5. fx2 as
shown in Figure 4, 4PSK signal characteristic parameter fx2 ≈ 0, 2ASK, 4ASK
signal characteristic parameter fx2 = 1, fx2 simulation results are consistent with
the theoretical values of fx2 in Table 4. fx2 is used to classify the digital modulation signals to be identified into two kinds: 2ASK, 4ASK and 4PSK, th3 = 0.51.

fx3 simulation results Figure 5 shows that the 2FSK signal characteristic parameter fx3 ≈ 0.30, 4FSK signal characteristic parameter fx3 ≈ 0.01. The theoretical value of fx3 in Table 4 is basically consistent with the simulation results. Selecting th4 = 0.15, fx3 can realize the classification of 2FSK signal and
4FSK signal. |C60| simulation results are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows
that 2ASK signal |C60| = 1.99, 4ASK signal |C60| = 0.38. |C60| simulation results
agree with the theoretical value in Table 4, take th5 = 1.19. The simulation verifies the correctness of the set decision threshold and the set recognition feature parameters.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.910002
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Figure 4. Simulation of fx2 value.

Figure 5. Simulation of fx3 value.

Figure 6. Simulation of |C60| value.
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.910002
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Figure 7. Recognition rate of six digital modulation signals.

3) Digital modulation signal recognition simulation: according to the recognition flow chart 1 programming, the recognition rate of the results shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that when SNR is greater than 0, the recognition success
rate of 4ASK signal is over 80%, while that of 2ASK, 2PSK, 4PSK, 2FSK, 4FSK
signal are all over 85%. When SNR is greater than 2 dB, the recognition rate of
the six kinds of signals is 99%, so the recognition method of this kind of digital
modulation signals is still good in the case of poor signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the method of higher-order cumulant has a good anti-noise ability to the
digital modulation signal recognition method, and has a higher recognition rate
even under the lower SNR. At the same time, the simulation results show that
the simulation recognition process of this method is realized by calculating five
characteristic parameter values, which has the characteristics of less calculation
data, simple judgment process and fast recognition.

4. Conclusion
By using 2ASK, 4ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, 2PSK, 4PSK signals, the feasibility of using
high-order cumulants of modulation signals to construct characteristic parameters and realize the recognition of digital modulation signals is verified by simulation. At the same time, the simulation results show that: a wireless digital
modulation signal recognition system is designed based on the analysis method,
which realizes the recognition function and has a high correct recognition rate.
Especially in the case of poor signal-to-noise ratio at the receiving end, it also has
a good recognition effect. Although six kinds of signals are taken as examples to
verify the simulation, the principle of the recognition method and the recognition system can be extended to recognize more modulated signals, such as
MASK, MFSK, MPSK and MQAM. As a follow-up task, the recognition analysis
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2021.910002
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simulation of other modulation modes is carried out. At the same time, it should
be noted that the wireless digital signal cumulant discussed in this paper is analyzed by one-way signal, and the wireless digital modulation signal may appear
one-way or multi-way at the same time at the receiver. It is necessary to distinguish the mixed digital modulation signals of the receiver into a single one-way
and transform them into baseband signals. In a word, wireless digital modulation signal recognition is an important technology, and we need to conduct
in-depth study of this theory and practical applications.
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